INTRODUCTION
============

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is characterized by persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction, as well as restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities \[*Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition* (*DSM-5*)\] ([@R1]). It is a set of heterogeneous neurodevelopmental conditions and is attributed to complex interactions between genetic and environmental factors. In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying cognitive behavioral features in ASD. Although some mouse models have been successfully developed ([@R2]), the evaluation of higher cognitive functions is difficult, and invasive experiments, such as single-neuron recording, on human subjects are only allowed in a special context, that is, in association with medical treatment. The monkey that we report here displayed an impaired ability to monitor others' actions, an obsession with systems, and repetitive behavior, which are most frequently associated with ASD. To understand the mechanisms underlying these signs, particularly the impaired ability to monitor others' actions, we performed a range of behavioral analyses, single-neuron recording in the medial frontal cortex (MFC)---the hub of social brain networks ([@R3], [@R4]), and genetic typing of the monkey.

RESULTS
=======

Evaluation of behavior: The ability to monitor others' action
-------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the ability to monitor others' actions, we devised a task called the role-reversal task for two monkeys, as described previously ([@R5]) ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In our task, the actor monkey had to make a choice between yellow and green buttons, whereas the observer monkey was required to sit still, with the two roles alternating every two trials ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Both of them were rewarded or not rewarded, depending on the color selected by the actor. The color whose selection was followed by a reward remained the same during a block of 5 to 17 successive trials, and then the color-reward association was switched without a cue ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Here, each trial was designated as a self-trial or a partner's trial according to whether the actor was oneself or one's partner. Here, three male monkeys (*Macaca fuscata*; designated as N, S, and E) performed the task in three different pairs.

![Behavioral task.\
(**A**) Temporal sequence of events in the role-reversal task. An example of a single trial in which monkey N was the actor and monkey E was the observer is shown. After the actor had pressed a start button (illuminated in red) for 1000 to 1500 ms, two target buttons turned on in two different colors (green and yellow), the positions of which were randomized across trials. In the example shown, the actor chose the green button. Both monkeys were rewarded 1300 ms later when a reward was associated with the green target ("green-reward block"), but neither was rewarded when a reward was associated with the yellow target ("yellow-reward block"). RT, reaction time; MT, movement time. (**B**) The two different roles alternated every two trials, and the color-reward contingency was switched every 5 to 17 trials (blocked design). N and E represent the actor in each trial. Trials with and without arrows indicate SWITCH and non-SWITCH trials, respectively.](1600558-F1){#F1}

As the roles alternated every two trials, the actor of the previous trial was either oneself or one's partner. When the previous and current trials were nonswitch ones and the choice in the previous trial was correct, all the monkeys chose the correct color in both cases ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Then, we analyzed their performance following unrewarded trials, which were classified into two types ([@R5]). The first type was no reward due to a block change, because the color-reward association changed without a signal. After this type of no-reward trial, the monkeys needed to switch their choice of color. In these trials, all the monkeys performed well after both self- and partner's trials ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The second type was no reward due to a choice error, after which the monkeys should not switch their choice of color from that chosen in the trial before the error. In these trials ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, upper panels), monkey E's performance after partner's trials was extremely poor, with the percentage of correct choice being significantly lower than 50% (19.5%; *P* \< 10^−4^, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), whereas those of the other two monkeys were significantly higher than 50% (N, 87.5%; S, 86.6%; *P* \< 10^−9^), indicating that monkey E intentionally chose the wrong color. One possible explanation for this curious behavior is that monkey E switched the color following no reward, regardless of the color selected by the partner. Monkey E seemed to have developed a unique strategy with which another's action information was not required (fig. S1; see also Supplementary Text). Indeed, gaze analysis revealed that monkey E did not look at the target buttons around the partner's choice while it was sitting still as the observer (fig. S2). Although this incapability to use others' action information could be regarded as a deficit, monkey E also had strong points, similar to some patients with ASD whose altered developmental emphases are considered to promote cognitive strengths ([@R6]). The RTs after four types of no-reward trial (choice error and error due to block change by either oneself or one's partner) in monkey E were consistent \[*P* = 0.76, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)\], whereas those in monkeys N (*P* \< 10^−8^) and S (*P* \< 10^−13^) were not (fig. S3). The constant RTs after all types of error suggest that monkey E coped with the no-reward trials in a systemized way ([@R6]). This systemized strategy might explain why monkey E performed better than the others after its own choice error (N, 79.7%; S, 70.9%; E, 92.7%; [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, lower panels; see also Supplementary Text).

![Animals' selection behavior in different case scenarios.\
The percentage of correct choice in the current trial (*n*) is shown for each monkey in the rightmost column. Values on top of the bars represent the averages. Error bars denote SEM. In all the examples shown, the green target was initially associated with a reward (see the leftmost insets). (**A**) In the preceding trial (*n* − 1), the actor was either the partner (upper panel) or oneself (lower panel), and the actor's selection was followed by a reward. The animal to be analyzed is designated as "self." The correct target color in the trial (*n*) is indicated in parentheses. (**B**) In the preceding trial (*n* − 1), the actor was either the partner (upper panel) or oneself (lower panel), and the actor's selection was followed by no reward owing to block switches. Other conventions are the same as in (A). (**C**) In the preceding trial (*n* − 1), the actor was either the partner (upper panel) or oneself (lower panel), and the actor's selection was followed by no reward owing to a choice error. Other conventions are the same as in (A).](1600558-F2){#F2}

Monkey E's behavior was also different from that of the other monkeys outside the experimental context. First, monkey E never displayed affiliative behaviors toward the experimenters that served to initiate social interactions, such as presenting for grooming and presenting for mounting, whereas monkeys N and S showed these behaviors whenever the experimenters visited their cages (see Supplementary Text). Second, monkey E frequently showed nail-biting behavior, which is a form of stereotypy. Comparing these observations both inside and outside the task context with *DSM-5* criteria, along with the fact that the brain magnetic resonance imaging revealed no apparent structural abnormality ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), we considered that monkey E had a particular disorder that could be called psychiatric, similar to human ASD.

![T1-weighted magnetic resonance images for monkey E.\
Each coronal section was obtained at the rostrocaudal level indicated by a corresponding white line and lettering below. Each corresponding Horsley-Clarke stereotactic coordinate is also shown. A, anterior; P, posterior. Note that there was no gross structural abnormality.](1600558-F3){#F3}

Agent-related neurons in the MFC
--------------------------------

We carried out extracellular single-unit recording in the MFC because functional changes in this area have been often observed in ASD patients ([@R7]). We recorded in two cortical subregions, that is, the dorsomedial convexity subregion ("MFC convexity") and the cingulate sulcus subregion ("MFC sulcus"). The MFC convexity mainly included the pre--supplementary motor area (pre-SMA; see Materials and Methods for the definition) and prefrontal area 9 ([@R8]) immediately rostral to the pre-SMA. The MFC sulcus was contained in the dorsal bank and fundus of the cingulate sulcus. It largely corresponded to the rostral cingulate motor area ([@R9]) and its rostrally adjacent prefrontal region (area 24c). In all three monkeys, we identified three types of agent-related neurons, as previously reported ([@R10]): "self-type neurons," which are preferentially responsive to one's own actions; "mirror-type neurons," which are equally responsive to self's and another's actions; and "partner-type neurons," which are preferentially responsive to another's actions (fig. S4). However, in monkey E, neurons responding to others' actions, that is, partner- and mirror-type neurons, were significantly less frequent (*P* \< 0.05, χ^2^ test), whereas self-type neurons were significantly more frequent (*P* \< 0.001; [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) than those in the other two monkeys. Moreover, among these small numbers of partner- and mirror-type neurons, we could not find any clear example with distinct activities, in sharp contrast to the self-type neurons ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), as well as those of the three types of agent-related neurons in the other two monkeys (fig. S4). This finding supports the theory that MFC neurons play an important role in social action monitoring ([@R10]).

###### Number of agent-related neurons in MFC.

Values denote the number of neurons. Values in parentheses denote the percentage.

             **Self-type neurons**   **Mirror-type neurons**   **Partner-type neurons**   **Total neurons recorded**
  ---------- ----------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------
  Monkey N   60 (10.0)               34 (5.7)                  101 (16.8)                 601
  Monkey S   40 (15.3)               26 (10.0)                 37 (14.2)                  261
  Monkey E   49 (22.8)               4 (1.9)                   5 (2.3)                    215

![Three types of agent-related neuron in the MFC of monkey E.\
Raster displays and spike density functions of one example each of self-type neuron (**top**), mirror-type neuron (**middle**), and partner-type neuron (**bottom**). Small black dots indicate the time of individual action potentials; large black dots indicate the time of target button onset. The displays are aligned on the time of the actor's target button pressing (vertical lines). See also fig. S4 for other examples recorded from the neurotypical monkeys.](1600558-F4){#F4}

Identification of rare coding genetic variants
----------------------------------------------

To explore the possible genetic causes of monkey E's atypical social behavior and single-neuron populations, we performed analyses of copy number variations (CNVs) and extensive genomic sequencing (exome). We identified two different abnormalities in genes associated with human neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric disorders. First, by array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH), we detected 20 CNVs (12 deletions and 8 duplications) in monkey E (table S1). Among them, a 991-kb deletion (chr3:77110419-78101380) disrupted *ABCA13* ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, A and B), namely, adenosine triphosphate (ATP)--binding cassette subfamily A13. No other CNVs in monkey E were reported to be associated with human psychiatric disorders. The *ABCA13* deletion was validated using a high-resolution array and a real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR)--based TaqMan copy number assay ([Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In a control group of 335 Japanese macaques, no CNV was identified in *ABCA13*. This gene is hypothesized to code a lipid transporter ([@R11]) and could be a susceptibility factor not only for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder ([@R12]) but also for ASD ([@R13], [@R14]) (Supplementary Text). In monkeys N and S, no CNV associated with psychiatric disorders was detected.

![Rare deletion disrupting *ABCA13* in monkey E.\
(**A**) Heterozygous *ABCA13* deletion in monkey E (red bar). The coordinates of the deletion were chr3:77110419-78101380, as determined on the basis of the rhesus macaque (*Macaca mulatta*) genome assembly (rheMac2, January 2006). Gene annotation was taken from Ensembl Gene Predictions (Ensembl 76). Two Ensembl transcripts (ENSMMUT00000011190 and ENSMMUT00000042298) overlapping this deletion were derived from pseudogenes. (**B**) Log2 ratio plot of *ABCA13* deletion. The data were obtained from aCGH results. (**C**) *ABCA13* deletion in monkey E was validated by a real-time PCR-based TaqMan copy number assay. Bars indicate copy numbers predicted by this assay. Controls 1 to 4 carried no aCGH-detected CNVs at *ABCA13* (copy number = 2).](1600558-F5){#F5}

Second, by exome sequencing, we identified 32 genes with loss-of-function (LoF) mutations that were uniquely found in monkey E among 100 macaque monkeys, including N and S (table S2). Among them, the mutation in exon 6 of *HTR2C* \[5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) receptor 2C\] was noteworthy ([Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), because this gene has been implicated in neuropsychiatric disorders, including ASD ([@R2], [@R15], [@R16]) (Supplementary Text). No other LoF mutations in monkey E were reportedly associated with psychiatric disorders. The result of *HTR2C* mutation in monkey E was further confirmed using Sanger-based sequencing ([Fig. 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). It has been shown that *HTR2C* has two different transcripts---the full-length receptor isoform and the truncated isoform. Owing to a different codon usage in exon 6, the mutation generated a stop codon in the truncated isoform, whereas it caused no amino acid changes in the receptor isoform ([Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Then, we quantified the expression levels of the two isoforms in various brain regions during different developmental stages in six control monkeys. Remarkably, the expression level of the truncated isoform was considerably higher in all stages ([Fig. 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and regions ([Fig. 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the truncated isoform plays an important role in HTR2C signaling, at least during relatively early postnatal periods (Supplementary Text).

![Nonsense mutation affecting *HTR2C* in monkey E.\
(**A**) Alignment of short-read sequences on *HTR2C* showing cytosine-to-thymine mutation. This mutation affected the truncated isoforms (*HTR002_001*: ENSMMUT00000013418), conferring nonsense mutation on this isoform. (**B**) Sanger-based sequencing for genotyping *HTR2C* mutation. PCR was performed in monkey E (top) and 10 other male monkeys as controls. The result indicates that only monkey E has the LoF mutation (C-to-T mutation) at the position of 113,403,559 on chromosome X, and all other control monkeys show wild-type genotypes at the same position. (**C** and **D**) Expression levels of two *HTC2C* isoforms in a series of developmental stages (C) and in different brain regions (D). Values in parentheses represent the number of samples. Error bars represent SEM. FPKM, fragments per kilobase of exon per million fragments mapped; BA46, Brodmann area 46; BA44, Brodmann area 44; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; M1, primary motor cortex; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; TE, inferior temporal gyrus; V1, primary visual cortex; STR, striatum; TH, thalamus; SN, substantia nigra; HIP, hippocampus; CEC, cerebellum.](1600558-F6){#F6}

DISCUSSION
==========

Here, we identified rare coding variants in *ABCA13* and *HTR2C*, reportedly linked to human neuropsychiatric disorders, in the monkey exhibiting poor ability to monitor others' actions. The monkey was quite good at monitoring and controlling its own actions. Thus, it is unlikely that the behavioral disorder was due to a lack of motivation to work, problems in color discrimination, or a general impairment of performance monitoring. Instead, our findings suggest that the monkey had reduced interest in what others did or difficulties in monitoring others' actions. Atypical neuronal representation of others' actions in the MFC might be associated with impaired social action monitoring, consistent with atypical neural processing of others' actions in ASD ([@R17]).

In monkey E, the proportions of partner- and mirror-type neurons in the MFC were significantly smaller than those in the other monkeys. It is possible to consider that this difference in neuronal populations was due to the impaired functional integrity occurring locally within the MFC, which led to deficits in attending to and monitoring others' actions. It is also conceivable that the paucity of MFC neurons responsive to others' actions was primarily due to aberrant processing of others' actions in other brain regions that send outputs to the MFC. One of the candidates for these regions is the superior temporal sulcus (STS) of the cerebral cortex.

The STS directly projects to the MFC ([@R18]) and is associated with the processing of socially relevant information that culminates in the analysis of the dispositions and intentions of other individuals ([@R19]). This area is involved in the perception of gaze direction and mouth movements ([@R20]); in processing the movements of the face, arms, or whole body of others ([@R21], [@R22]); and in processing the intentionality of observed movements ([@R23]). These findings suggest that relatively early processing of socially relevant information occurs in the STS. The others-related information processed in the STS may be sent to and then be integrated in the MFC to organize one's own behavior in a socially adaptive manner ([@R5]).

Anatomical and functional abnormalities in the STS have been highly implicated in ASD ([@R24], [@R25]). In children with ASD, the gray-matter thickness was significantly smaller ([@R26]), and hypoperfusion was observed ([@R27], [@R28]) in the bilateral STS and adjacent regions. The more severe the autistic symptoms, the lower the STS blood flow ([@R29]). When viewing animations of two triangles that can elicit mentalizing, an ASD population shows less activation, compared with a neurotypical population, in a mentalizing network including the STS, which mirrors less accurate descriptions of the animations ([@R30]). These findings raise the possibility that atypical MFC representation of others' actions in monkey E was associated with atypical neuronal processing of biological motion in the STS.

Our finding that the numbers of partner- and mirror-type MFC neurons were significantly smaller in the monkey with some autistic traits may bear strong relevance to the hypothesis that autistic persons have dysfunctional mirror neuron systems ([@R31]), which is known as the "broken mirror hypothesis" ([@R32]). Mirror neurons are a class of neurons originally found in the monkey ventral premotor cortex (PMv) that respond to both one's own actions and those of others ([@R33]). These neurons are also hypothesized to receive visual information about others' actions from the STS via the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) ([@R34], [@R35]). From the similarity between the function impaired in ASD and proposed functional roles of mirror neurons ([@R35]), researchers hypothesize that early developmental failures of mirror neurons may result in the expression of behavioral disorders in ASD, an idea which is supported by numerous studies ([@R17], [@R36]--[@R39]). For example, the suppression of the μ frequency (8 to 13 Hz) oscillation over the sensorimotor cortex, which is considered to reflect mirror neuron activity ([@R40]), occurs in response to both one's own movements and those of others in typically developing children ([@R17]), whereas this suppression occurs only during one's own movements in individuals with ASD ([@R17], [@R39]).

Although there is abundant support for the broken mirror hypothesis in human subjects, direct cellular evidence has not been obtained---that is, evidence showing the paucity or dysfunction of classically defined mirror neurons in autistic states (these changes should be detected in the PMv or IPL). The main reason that this direct cellular evidence does not exist is the lack of nonhuman primate models of ASD, except for one representing symptomatic ASD ([@R41]). Here, we have shown that cortical neurons responsive to others' actions were virtually absent in the monkey with autistic traits, although recordings were made in the mentalizing system. Our study is on a single animal, and with all the findings above, we still need to be cautious in assuming it to be a spontaneous model of ASD. However, it would be interesting to hypothesize that aberrant processing of others' actions in the STS, as discussed above, results in the paucity of mirror- and partner-type neurons in the mentalizing system, as well as mirror neurons in the mirror system. This atypical cellular population in social brain networks may be associated with the emergence of behavioral disorders in ASD. It has been shown in neurotypical monkeys that neurons in the mirror system (IPL) are sensitive to the chained organization of others' actions ([@R42]); neurons in the mentalizing system (MFC) are associated with the organization of one's own actions in socially adaptive manners ([@R5]) and the prediction of others' internal processes ([@R43]). These behavioral aspects are disrupted in people with ASD ([@R44], [@R45]). An important step for future work will be to determine whether the genetic variants in *ABCA13* and *HTR2C* preferentially affect the STS and/or its projections to the IPL and MFC.

The availability of whole-genome sequences at the individual level has now enabled researchers to create a new discipline called cognitive genomics. To date, cognitive genomics research in monkeys has taken a "genotype-first" approach---an attempt to determine how cognition and behavior can differ between individuals depending on polymorphisms of a specific target gene ([@R46]--[@R49]). This study is the first demonstration of the inverse, "phenotype-first" approach, where an attempt to identify genetic correlates of atypical social behavior was made. Generally, monkeys with unusual cognitive traits are not considered suitable for use in basic physiological research. Here, we propose to closely examine these monkeys, from the behavioral to the neuronal and genetic levels, rather than excluding them as research subjects. We expect that our approach that combines systems neuroscience and cognitive genomics in macaques, along with a transgenic approach ([@R41]), will contribute to the clarification of biological mechanisms underlying neuropsychiatric disorders.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Subjects for behavioral and electrophysiological experiments
------------------------------------------------------------

We used three male Japanese macaques (*M. fuscata*; designated as N, S, and E). The monkeys were housed in individual cages. T1-weighted structural brain magnetic resonance images were obtained using a 4-T Varian Unity Inova system (Varian NMR Instruments); no apparent abnormality was detected in any of the three monkeys. All procedures for animal care and experimentation were approved by the Animal Experiment Committee of RIKEN and complied with the Public Health Service Policy on the Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (<http://grants.nih.gov/grants/olaw/references/phspol.htm>).

Behavioral procedures: Role-reversal task
-----------------------------------------

The monkeys were trained to perform a role-reversal task, as described previously ([@R5], [@R10]), in three different pairs (N and E, N and S, and S and E). In each experimental session, two monkeys sitting in their individual primate chairs faced each other across a square table (60 cm × 60 cm) in a sound-attenuated room. Two sets of three white buttons were placed on the table; each set consisted of a start button and two target buttons, which were placed out of reach of the monkey on the other side ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In each trial, one monkey was assigned the role of actor and the other monkey was assigned the role of observer. These two roles alternated every two trials ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Each trial was designated as a self-trial or a partner's trial according to whether the actor was oneself or one's partner.

Each trial started when the start button at the actor's side turned red, which the actor had to press with its right hand. After 1 to 1.5 s, the start button turned off and, simultaneously, the two target buttons at the actor's side turned yellow and green (their positions changed randomly across trials). Then, the actor was required to press one of the target buttons within 3 s with its right hand. The observer was required to sit still with its right hand placed continuously on the start button throughout the trial.

During a block of 5 to 17 successive trials, a reward (isotonic water) was consistently associated with one target color (yellow or green; [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). When the actor chose the correct target, both monkeys were rewarded 1.3 s after the target button was pressed. However, when the actor chose the wrong target, neither monkey was rewarded. The reward-associated color was then reversed in the next trial block without any external cue. Because of the unpredictability of block switches, the actor's choice in the first trial in each block ("switch trials"; see arrows in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) led to the omission of a reward in most cases (N, 99%; S, 96%; and E, 95%). Solenoid valves controlling the delivery of the reward were placed outside the sound-attenuated room. The task was controlled using a LabVIEW Real-Time system (National Instruments).

Behavioral analyses
-------------------

First, we calculated the percentage of correct choice of each monkey when the previous and current trials were nonswitch ones and the choice in the previous trial was correct. As the roles alternated every two trials, the actor of the previous trial was either oneself or one's partner ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; see also Supplementary Text for the slightly lower percentage of correct choice of monkey E following its partner's trials).

Then, we analyzed the behavior after unrewarded trials. There were two different types of no-reward trial ([@R5]). The first type was no reward due to a block change. Because the color-reward association changed randomly without a signal, the monkeys could not predict when it would happen. Therefore, the first trial of each block usually ended in no reward, as described above. After this type of no-reward trial, the monkeys needed to switch their choice of color ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

The second type was no reward due to a choice error. The monkeys occasionally happened to choose the wrong color in the middle of a block. After this type of no-reward trial, the monkeys should not switch their choice of color from that chosen in the trial before the error ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Furthermore, taking the factor of agent (self/other) into consideration, the no-reward trials were further classified into four types: choice error and error due to block change by either self or one's partner. We reasoned that if the monkeys coped with these four types differently, the RTs in the subsequent trials would vary. To test this possibility, we compared each monkey's RTs following four types of no-reward trial using one-way ANOVA, regardless of the result of the present choice (fig. S3).

Behavioral procedures: Food-grab task
-------------------------------------

In an attempt to determine social hierarchy between the monkeys, we carried out a food-grab task. In each trial, an experimenter placed a small piece of food (raisins or banana-flavored pellets) in front of two monkeys sitting face-to-face in their individual chairs. The food item was placed at a position equally distant from the monkeys. Then, the monkeys were allowed to grab it freely under the competitive context. Each session consisted of 10 trials. We counted the number of successful acquisitions by each monkey in each pair. An analysis revealed that monkey N obtained food items significantly more often when tested with monkeys S and E (*P* = 0.031 each; Wilcoxon signed-rank test). However, the success rate was not significantly different between monkeys S and E (*P* = 1.0). These findings suggest that monkey N was dominant over monkeys S and E, whereas no particular hierarchical order was established between monkeys S and E, at least under the task context.

Surgical procedures
-------------------

A nonmetal post and chamber for head immobilization and neuronal recording, respectively, were fixed firmly on the skull using dental resin under general anesthesia and aseptic surgical conditions. The recording chamber was stereotaxically placed in the midline over the frontal cortex. The monkeys were administered antibiotics and analgesics following the surgery.

Behavioral and electrophysiological recording procedures
--------------------------------------------------------

Single-unit recording was carried out in the MFC while the monkeys performed the role-reversal task. In each session, we recorded from one monkey. Extracellular potentials were obtained using tungsten electrodes with impedances of 0.5 to 1.0 megohms (Frederick Haer). Unit activity was amplified and band-pass--filtered (600 to 6000 Hz) using the Digital Lynx system (Neuralynx). An oil-driven micromanipulator (MO-971A; Narishige) was used to advance an electrode through a stainless steel guide tube that was held in place by a grid. The grid allowed neuronal recordings every 1 mm between penetrations. Single units were isolated offline using an offline sorter (Plexon). We sampled all easily isolable neurons.

The animals' horizontal and vertical eye positions were sampled at 250 Hz using an infrared corneal reflection system (EyeLink; SR Research). The locations of the target buttons were mapped empirically using the monkeys' recorded eye positions. Electromyographic activity was recorded (MEG-5100; Nihon Kohden) from the following limb and trunk muscles in monkey N: anterior deltoid, biceps brachii, triceps brachii, pectoralis major, upper trapezius, and latissimus dorsi.

Cortical recording sites
------------------------

Neuronal recordings were carried out in two cortical subregions, that is, the dorsomedial convexity subregion (MFC convexity) and the cingulate sulcus subregion (MFC sulcus). The MFC convexity mainly included the pre-SMA (see below for the definition) and prefrontal area 9 ([@R8]) immediately rostral to the pre-SMA. The MFC sulcus was contained in the dorsal bank and fundus of the cingulate sulcus. It largely corresponded to the rostral cingulate motor area ([@R9]) and its rostrally adjacent prefrontal region (area 24c). Both subregions were searched primarily on the left side with the aid of magnetic resonance images.

In the MFC convexity, we first mapped the border between the SMA and pre-SMA in accordance with the physiological criteria established previously ([@R50]). Specifically, we mapped the forelimb representation of the SMA on the basis of motor effects evoked by intracortical microstimulation (ICMS; cathodal pulses of 0.2 ms duration at 333 Hz), as well as consistent, neuronal responses to somatosensory stimulation applied to the contralateral forelimb. In the SMA, brisk movements involving a single joint were elicitable on the contralateral side with 12 to 22 pulses at a current intensity lower than 40 μA. We then mapped the face representation of the SMA just rostrally to the forelimb representation. The face-representing region typically spanned 1 to 2 mm in the rostrocaudal dimension. Finally, we identified the pre-SMA just rostrally to the face representation of the SMA. In the pre-SMA, somatosensory responses were less frequent and less consistent. Moreover, ICMS with ≥40 pulses and ≥40 μA was usually required to elicit forelimb movements.

Neuronal data analysis
----------------------

We quantified the firing rate of each neuron during an action period, defined as a 200-ms duration before the actor pressed the correct target button. The activity in this period could be selective for or influenced by the following four factors: agent (self or partner), target location (right or left), target color (yellow or green), and trial position within the actor's turns in a row (first or second). We therefore performed a four-way ANOVA to test the effect of these factors on neuronal activity (α = 0.01).

A neuron was defined to be of the self type when it showed a significant main effect of agent (self-trials \> partner trials) and also when its activity in the action period was significantly higher than that in the control period (200 to 0 ms before target onset) in self-trials (*P* \< 0.01, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Likewise, a neuron was defined to be of the partner type when it showed a significant main effect of agent (partner trials \> self-trials) and also when its activity in the action period was significantly greater than that in the control period in partner trials. Finally, a neuron was defined to be of the mirror type when it lacked a significant main effect of agent and also when the discharge rate in the action period was significantly higher than that in the control period in both self- and partner trials. All statistical analyses were assessed by two-tailed tests using MATLAB (MathWorks).

Procedures for CNV analysis
---------------------------

Peripheral blood was collected from 336 Japanese macaques (*M. fuscata*), including monkeys N, S, and E. Genomic DNA was then extracted using standard protocol.

We designed oligonucleotide arrays on the basis of the reference genome sequence of the rhesus macaque (*M. mulatta*) genome assembly (rheMac2, January 2006) provided by NimbleGen Systems Inc. The custom-made arrays contained 720,000 probes with an average probe spacing of 4.0 kb throughout the genome. aCGH was performed according to the manufacturer's instructions. Reference DNA from a pool of five individuals was used for sex-matched controls. Then, high-resolution custom-made arrays containing 2,100,000 probes (with an average probe spacing of 1.4 kb) were used to validate *ABCA13* deletion.

CNV calls were made with Nexus Copy Number software version 7.5 (BioDiscovery) using the Fast Adaptive States Segmentation Technique 2 algorithm, which is a hidden Markov model--based approach. To obtain high-confidence CNV calls, stringent log 2 ratio thresholds were set for loss and gain based on CNV size: (i) CNV ≥ 500 kb, \<−0.4 for deletions and \>0.3 for duplications; (ii) 100 kb ≤ CNV \< 500 kb, \<−0.6 for deletions and \>0.4 for duplications; and (iii) 10 kb ≤ CNV \< 100 kb, \<−0.7 for deletions and \>0.45 for duplications. The significance threshold *P* value was set at 1 × 10^−9^, and at least five contiguous probes were required for CNV calls. A noise-reduction algorithm for aCGH data was used as a systematic correction of artifacts caused by GC content and fragment length ([@R51]). Quality control (QC) scores were calculated for each sample on the basis of the statistical variance of the probe-to-probe log ratios. We removed samples with QC \>0.15 or with ≥46 CNVs (outliers). Then, we excluded CNVs \<10 kb and those with low probe densities (\<1 probe/15 kb). All genomic locations are given in the rhesus macaque (*M. mulatta*) genome assembly (rheMac2, January 2006). Gene annotation was based on Ensembl Gene Predictions (Ensembl 76).

Procedures for CNV validation
-----------------------------

A real-time PCR-based TaqMan copy number assay (Applied Biosystems) was performed to validate *ABCA13* deletion in monkey E. A FAM (6-carboxyfluorescein)--labeled test assay was selected from the deletion region and a VIC (4,7,2′-trichloro-7′-phenyl-6-carboxyfluorescein)--labeled reference assay was selected from the ribonuclease (RNase) P region. The experiment was performed in quadruplicate, multiplexed 10-μl reactions containing TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix, the VIC-labeled RNase P reference assay, and the FAM-labeled test assay. Samples with normal copy number were used to calibrate each assay. Reactions were performed in 384-well plates on the ABI 7900HT Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems), and data were collected with SDS version 2.4 (Applied Biosystems). Data were analyzed with a manual Ct threshold of 0.2, and an automatic baseline and copy numbers were determined using the CopyCaller software (Applied Biosystems).

Procedures for exome analysis, Sanger-sequencing, and messenger RNA sequencing
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Extensive exon sequencing (known as exome) approaches were performed in 100 macaques, including monkeys N, S, and E (78 Japanese macaques, *M. fuscata*; 22 rhesus macaques, *M. mulatta*) with the Next-Generation Sequencer of HiSeq2000 (Illumina Inc.). Specifically, using human whole-exon capture probes (TruSeq Exome Enrichment Kit, Illumina Inc.), 62 Mb of all exon regions was sequenced. We trimmed adapter sequences and low-quality bases and mapped them to rheMac2 using bowtie2 ([@R52]). Downstream analyses for variant calling were performed using SAMtools ([@R53]), Picard Tools (<http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/>), and GATK (Genome Analysis Toolkit) software tools ([@R54], [@R55]). SnpEff (version 3.3) was used to annotate all variants and their potential mutational effects on associated transcripts ([@R56]), and the LoF mutations, such as splice acceptor/donor site mutations, start codon lost mutations, and stop codon gained/lost mutations, were obtained. Gene annotation was based on Ensembl Gene Predictions (Ensembl 78).

Additionally, Sanger-based sequencing was performed to confirm the LoF mutation in monkey E and 10 other monkeys as controls using the following primers: TGCCGTGAATAGCTTTCAACA (forward primer) and TCGGCGAAGAACGTAGATCG (reverse primer). PCR amplification was performed using the following conditions: initial denaturation at 98°C for 2 min, 35 cycles of denaturation at 98°C for 10 s, annealing at 60°C for 30 s, and extension at 72°C for 5 s, followed by a final extension at 72°C for 4 min.

Messenger RNA sequencing data were generated from four developmental stages (1 day, 2 weeks, 1 month, and 1 year) and 12 brain regions \[Brodmann area 46, Brodmann area 44, anterior cingulate cortex (including the MFC sulcus), primary motor cortex, primary somatosensory cortex, inferior temporal gyrus, primary visual cortex, striatum, thalamus, substantia nigra, hippocampus, and cerebellum\]. Libraries were prepared using an Illumina TruSeq RNA Library Prep Kit and sequenced in the 50-bp single-end mode using Illumina HiSeq2000. Sequencing reads were mapped using TopHat2 ([@R57]) on rheMac2. Genome-wide expression levels were measured as a unit of fragments per kilobase of exon per million fragments mapped using Cufflinks ([@R58]), and the relative expression levels of *HTR2C* isoforms were determined using Cuffdiff pipeline implemented into Cufflinks.
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